Abstract: This paper addresses the scatternet formation for large scale multi-hop Bluetooth networks. We first describe an efficient method to build a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) as the backbone of multi-hop Bluetooth network, then propose new algorithms to form the dBBlue scatternets (Song et al., 2005) in each cluster. The final scatternet, M-dBBlue, guarantees the connectivity. Our experiment shows our scatternet seldom parks any node. We then propose a complete set of hierarchical routing methods for M-dBBlue which enables the self-routing inside each cluster. Moreover, our scatternet formation and routing algorithm do not necessarily require position information of the node.
Introduction
Wireless ad hoc networking has gathered significant research interests in the past years. Bluetooth (Bluetooth SIG ) is a promising low cost and low power wireless technology, which enables portable devices to form short-range wireless ad hoc networks based on a frequency hopping physical layer. Bluetooth operates in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band, with the frequency hopping technique to alleviate the effects of the interference. The nominal bit rate of transmission is 1 Mbps. It has been widely predicted that Bluetooth will be the major technology for short range wireless networks and wireless personal area networks. This paper deals with the problem of building multi-hop ad hoc networks using Bluetooth technology.
Bluetooth ad-hoc networking presents new technical challenges, such as scheduling, network forming and routing. According to the Bluetooth specification 2.0 (Bluetooth SIG), when two Bluetooth devices come into each other's communication range, one of them assumes the role of master of the communication and the other becomes the slave. This simple one hop network is called a piconet, and may include more slaves. The network topology produced by the connection of piconets is called a scatternet. There is no limit on the maximum number of slaves connected to one master, although the number of active slaves at one time cannot exceed seven. If a master node has more than seven slaves, some slaves must be parked. To communicate with a parked slave, a master has to unpark it, thus possibly parking another active slave instead. The standard also allows multiple roles for the same device: a node can be master in one piconet and a slave in one or more other piconets. However, one node can be active only in one piconet. To operate as a member of another piconet, a node has to switch to the hopping frequency sequence of the other piconet. Since each switch causes delay (e.g., scheduling and synchronisation time), an efficient scatternet formation protocol can be one that minimises the roles assigned to the nodes, without losing network connectivity.
While several solutions and commercial products have been introduced for one-hop Bluetooth communication, the Bluetooth specification (Bluetooth SIG) does not indicate any method for multi-hop scatternet formation. The problem of scatternet formation has attracted many attention with in past several years. Several criteria could be set as the objectives in forming scatternet. For example, the node degree of the scatternet should be small, if degrees of all nodes are smaller than eight, the scatternet can avoid parking any node. The formation and maintenance of scatternet should have small communication overhead so that it can be efficiently updated in dynamic networks. In this paper, we focus on scatternet formation for large multi-hop ad hoc networks.
Previous literature on scatternet formation assumed that devices are not able to communicate unless they have previously discovered each other by synchronising their frequency hopping patterns. Thus, even if all nodes are within direct communication range of each other, only those nodes, which are synchronised with the transmitter, can hear the transmission. Synchronising the frequency hopping patterns is apparently a time consuming and pseudo-random process (Salonidis et al., 2001) . In this paper we assume that the problem of discovering all neighbours within transmission radius of a device is resolved by separate Bluetooth protocols (Salonidis et al., 2001; . These protocols are applicable as the pre-phase of our scheme. This paper addresses the scatternet formation solutions in large multi-hop Bluetooth networks. As shown in Vergetis et al. (2005) , it is a fundamental algorithmic challenge to efficiently form a scatternet with basic requirements for a large-scale Bluetooth network. Our proposed method is based on a hierarchical structure to guarantee the network connectivity and provide efficient routing. We first propose a novel communication efficient method to cluster the nodes, build a Connected Dominating Set (CDS) as the backbone of multi-hop Bluetooth network, and then construct the dBBlue scatternets (Song et al., 2005) for each cluster, which makes self-routing within the cluster possible. A cluster is defined by a dominator node and all its dominatee nodes. We propose several methods to construct the piconets on top of the backbone to provide high performance. The final scatternet, hereafter called M-dBBlue, guarantees the connectivity, and its node degree is small in most cases. Later our experiment shows most nodes have degree smaller or equal to seven. Moverover, all of our methods do not necessarily require position information of the nodes.
We then discuss how to route packets efficiently in our scatternet using a hierarchical routing method. When two nodes want to communicate, the source node first sends data packets to the dominator node within its cluster using a self-routing method supported by the dBBlue structure; the dominator node then forwards the data packets to the dominator node whose cluster contains the target node; the target dominator node then forwards the data to the target node using self-routing method provided by dBBlue scatternet. Here the routing along the backbone could be any greedy methods (Karp and Kung, 2000; Kuhn et al., 2003) if position information is known, or on-demand routing protocols such as AODV (Perkins and Royer, 1999) , DSR (Johnson et al., 2003) , or table driven protocols such as DSDV (Perkins and Bhagwat, 1994) .
In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a new multihop scatternet formation algorithm which first builds a CDS as the backbone then forms the dBBlue scatternets inside each cluster.
• For the CDS formation algorithm, we use the method in Wan et al. (2002) to select the dominators and form clusters, and then propose a new efficient algorithm (Algorithm 3) to find connectors to form the connected backbone. Our new connector algorithm generates more connections than the spanning tree so that it enhances efficiency of inter-cluster routing. Different from all previous methods, we do not use local broadcast in our method, since local broadcast cannot be performed efficiently in practice due to the constraint in MAC layer.
• When we form the dBBlue scatternets inside each cluster, the method in Song et al. (2005) cannot be applied directly since it only works for single-hop networks and the nodes in each cluster may not be single-hop. We propose two novel methods to solve the problems:
• decreasing the transmission radius to half so that all dominatees of a dominator can communicate directly
• partition the dominattees into cliques such that each cliques is single-hop.
In addition, we also propose two methods to build the one-hop scatternet dBBlue inside each clique. They applies different role assignments for the dominators and connectors in the backbone to achieve some nice properties. The final scatternet, M-dBBlue, guarantees the connectivity, and its node degree is small in most cases.
We also describe how to perform IP-based routing in the M-dBBlue scatternet. The inter-cluster routing is handled by a modified Bluetooth based RIP protocol on the backbone, and the intra-cluster routing is derived from the self-routing mechanism of dBBlue.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our network model and review two algorithms which will be used in the proposed scatternet formation method. In Section 3, we describe a novel multihop scatternet formation algorithm, which integrates the CDS-based backbone and dBBlue structure together seamlessly, and hence enjoys many nice properties. In Section 4, we discuss in detail the IP-based routing solution for M-dBBlue scatternet. We evaluate our structures by simulation in Section 5. Some related works are reviewed in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Preliminary
In Bluetooth specification 2.0 (Bluetooth SIG), piconet formation is performed in two phases: neighbour discovery and link establishment. The neighbour discovery phase is accomplished by the inquiry handshake procedures, implemented by the inquiry and inquiry scan command. Once two neighbouring devices complete an inquiry handshake, only the node in inquiry mode knows the ID and weight information of the node in inquiry scan mode, not vice versa. To get the mutual information of each other, two neighbouring nodes may set up a temporary piconet that lasts only the time necessary to exchange their ID and other useful information . In the link establishment phase, each piconet is formed by one master and limited number of slaves, and each node decides its role locally based on the neighbouring information gathered in the neighbour discovery phase. The link establishment phase is achieved by the page handshake procedure, performed by the page and page scan commands. Once two neighbouring nodes complete a page handshake successfully, the node in page mode assumes master role, while the other node in page scan mode assumes slave role.
In this paper, for simplicity, we will not use these engineering terms to describe our scatternet formation algorithms in detail. Please refer to Petrioli et al. (2003) and for more details of engineering aspects. We assume that the problem of discovering all neighbours within transmission radius of a device has been resolved by separate Bluetooth protocols, and any two neighbouring nodes can communicate directly to exchange information. Our goal is focusing on the topology formation with all preferred properties in Bluetooth specification (Bluetooth SIG) , such as bounded node degree and zero role switch. In this section, we will discuss the network model and review two algorithms, which form the ground for further discussion of the proposed approach.
Network model: a graph model
We assume that all devices have the same maximum transmission range r. Thus, the set of Bluetooth devices V define a Unit Disk Graph (UDG) G (V, r) , in which two nodes are connected if and only if their distance is no more than the maximum transmission range r. Notice that we only assume that the underlying global communication graph is a UDG. The position information of the node is never used in our method. Given a subset U of V , graph G k (U ) has an edge xy if and only if nodes x and y are at most k-hops away in the original communication graph G.
Connected Dominating Set: the virtual backbone
CDS has been used as the virtual backbone for wireless networks. In our proposed scatternet formation method, we will first form the clusters and build the connected dominating set as the backbone of M-dBBlue scatternet. Assume V is the set of all nodes (Bluetooth devices). A subset S of V is a dominating set if any node u in V is either in S or is adjacent to some node in S. Nodes in S are called dominators, while nodes in V − S are called dominatees. A cluster is defined by a dominator node and all its dominatee nodes. Once some nodes, hereafter called connectors, are selected to form a connected graph together with dominators, the final structure is called CDS. Two dominators are said to be adjacent if they are within two hops of each other. Several efficient methods Chlamtac and Farago, 1999; Wan et al., 2002; Wu and Li, 1999) have been proposed to construct a connected dominating set, i.e., the backbone, of the network modelled by UDG. In this paper, we first use the method given in Wan et al. (2002) to find a dominating set, then we design a novel communication efficient method to find a connector for each pair of dominators within two hops based on unicast communication only (unlike the previous methods that use broadcast communication model). The generated CDS backbone is guaranteed to be connected.
For completeness, we briefly review the method in Wan et al. (2002) here with our own interpretation. Their method uses a carefully chosen rank definition. The ranking of nodes is induced by an arbitrary spanning tree T rooted at a leader. The message complexity of their method is O(n) if a leader is already known and O(n log n) if leader election is needed. Given a rooted spanning tree, the level of a node is the number of hops in T between itself and the root of T . The rank of a node is then given by the ordered pair (level, ID), and such ranking gives rise to a total ordering of the nodes in the lexicographic order. After each node knows the rank of its own and all its neighbours, the algorithm first finds dominators by a colour-marking process. All nodes are initially marked with white colour and will be marked with either grey or black eventually. A node marked with black will become dominator eventually. Each node maintains two local variables: pendingChildrenNum and pendingLowNbNum. Variable pendingChildrenNum counts the number of children who have not reported the completion and is thus initialised to the number of children in the tree. Variable pendingLowNbNum stores the number of lower-ranked neighbours who have not reported the status. Each node also maintains a blackList that records the IDs of its black neighbours. The detailed method is given in Algorithm 1.
Let U be the set of dominators constructed by Algorithm 1. It was shown that G 2 (U ) is a connected graph Alzoubi et al., 2002) . Based on this, they gave a communication efficient method to build a tree spanning all dominators as the final connected dominating set. They also showed that the number of dominators within two hops of a dominator is at most 24. Since the graph G 2 (U ) is connected, we only need to select one dominatee node as connector (or gateway) to connect two dominators separated by two hops. Consequently, every connector node is connected only to dominators, which implies that each connector node has degree at most five. To minimise the number of connectors, they build a spanning tree of dominators as the connected dominating set. Thus, in their method, two adjacent dominators are not necessarily connected by a connector. In the worst case, two adjacent dominators may be connected by a path with O(k) hops, where k is the number of dominators found. However, in our multihop scatternet formation method, we prefer that the backbone keeps more connections than the spanning tree so that this can enhance the efficiency of inter-cluster routing. Thus, we design a new communication efficient method (in Section 3.1) to find a connector for each pair of dominators within two hops, instead of using the spanning tree. Figure 1 illustrates a backbone topology formed by our algorithm, in which each adjacent dominator pair is connected by exactly one connector. 
dBBlue scatternet for single-hop networks
Single-hop Bluetooth scatternet formation has been well studied in Barriere et al. (2003) , Song et al. (2005) , Salonidis et al. (2001) and Law et al. (2001) . In a single-hop Bluetooth scatternet, all wireless devices are within the radio vicinity of each other. In Song et al. (2005) , Song et al. adopt the well-known de Bruijn graph to build a self-routing scatternet, called dBBlue, with low-diameter O(log n) and bounded node-degrees. Each master has at most seven slaves and each slave node exists in at most two piconets, and no node assumes both master and slave roles. They also presented a scalable MAC assignment mechanism and a vigorous method to locally update the dBBlue structure using at most O(log n) communications when a node joins or leaves the network. The computation cost is O(n) for static construction. Moreover, the congestion of every node is at most O(log n/n), assuming that a unit of total traffic demand is equally distributed among all pair of nodes. Since we will use dBBlue as the intra-cluster structure in the proposed mutli-hop scatternet formation method, for completeness of presentation, we now briefly review the dBBlue scatternet formation algorithm from Song et al. (2005) . The dBBlue scatternet construction is based on the well-known de Bruijn graph (de Bruijn, 1946 
Observe that, we could find a shorter route by looking for the longest sequence that is both a suffix of
is such a longest sequence. The shortest path between the source and the target is
Clearly, the route between any two nodes is at most k hops, i.e., B(d, k) has diameter k = log d n, where n = d k is the number of nodes of the graph.
The classical de Bruijn graph is balanced in the sense that the labels of all nodes have the same length. The de Bruijn graph can be generalised to any set of vertices whose labels form a universal prefix set. In Fraigniaud and Gauron (2003) , proposed a novel method to construct an efficient topology for P2P network based on the generalised de Bruijn graph defined on a universal prefix set.
"A universal prefix set is a set S of labels on an alphabet Σ such that, for any infinite word w ∈ Σ , there is a unique word in S, which is a prefix of w. The empty set is also a universal prefix set." (Fraigniaud and Gauron, 2003) For instance, {00, 01, 100, 101, 110, 111} is a universal prefix set on alphabet Σ = {0, 1}, but {00, 01, 10} and {00, 01, 100, 1000, 101, 110, 111} are not. There is a directed edge from node u = x 1 x 2 · · · x k to another node v in the generalised de Bruijn graph if x 2 · · · x k is the prefix of the label of node v. A generalised de Bruijn graph is pseudo-balanced if the lengths of the labels are different by at most one. For simplicity, we still denote a pseudo-balanced de Bruijn graph on alphabet {0, 1} by B(2, k) if the node labels have length at least k bits and at most k + 1 bits. We also say that a node from B(2, k) is at level k if its label has k bits. In this paper, we only consider the balanced or pseudo-balanced binary de Bruin graph B(2, m).
The method Song et al. (2005) constructs a balanced de Bruijn graph B(2, m) as the initial backbone of the network. It chooses integer m such that 2 m−1 < n 6 ≤ 2 m . The choosing of m guarantees that there are enough bridge slave nodes, which implies that no master node serves as bridge slave. The detailed method is given in Algorithm 2. Once the initial topology construction is finished, the token node t will be responsible for following node joining and leaving issues. Master nodes and bridges form the backbone of Bluetooth scatternet, and a piconet works like a node in de Bruijn graph. Figure 2 illustrates a dBBlue scatternet containing 48 nodes based on B(2, 3) graph. Notice that dBBlue scatternet does not work for multihop networks, since it requires every node can be connected to other nodes. 
M-dBBlue scatternet formation
Our M-dBBlue scatternet formation algorithms for multihop Bluetooth networks first builds a CDS as the backbone of multi-hop Bluetooth networks, then constructs the dBBlue scatternets in each cluster.
Backbone construction for M-dBBlue scatternet
In the proposed method, we first use the method given in Wan et al. (2002) to find a dominating set, then adopts a new communication efficient method to find a connector for each pair of dominators within two hops based on unicast communication only (unlike the previous methods that use broadcast communication model). The method in Wan et al. (2002) has been briefly introduced in Section 2.
The CDS backbone is guaranteed to be connected. Similar to Alzoubi et al. (2002) and Wan et al. (2002) , we can show that the node degree of the connected dominating sets is bounded by a constant, and the hops and length stretch factor are bounded by small constants. In addition, the number of dominators is at most a small constant factor of the minimum number of dominators. In Wan et al. (2002) , they used the spanning tree of dominators to select the connector and form the connected dominating set. However, in our M-dBBlue network, we prefer that the backbone keeps more connections than the spanning tree to enhance the efficiency of inter-cluster routing. Notice that Algorithm 1 finds a set of dominators with the following property: the backbone by connecting each pair of dominators separated by two hops is connected. Thus, we only need to find connector to connect any pair of 2-hop adjacent dominators to form the connected backbone. We try to minimise the number of connectors used while keeping at least one connector for each pair of adjacent dominators. Therefore, a connector could be used to connect many pairs of dominators in our method. To find a connector for each pair of dominators is not our innovation, several methods (Alzoubi et al., , 2003 have been proposed. However, in all previous methods Alzoubi et al., 2002 Alzoubi et al., , 2003 , they adopt the broadcast communication model to build CDS graph. It is well known that local broadcast cannot be performed efficiently in practice, due to the constraint in MAC layer that simultaneous broadcast by dominatees could cause massive signal interference which causes large latency. In Algorithm 3, we actually reduce the communication cost significantly by using unicast instead of broadcast.
In our algorithm, each dominator maintains two lists: adjacentDominatorList and dominateeList, which are initially empty. Here adjacentDominatorList records all adjacent dominators of this node, in addition, the connection flag is set for each pair of adjacent dominators acknowledged by a connector; dominateeList records all dominatees dominated by this node, which is reserved for dBBlue scatternet construction as will be seen later. Notice that, our method not only generates a CDS-based backbone, but also splits all nodes into separated clusters. Each dominatee also maintains two lists: blackList and neighbourDominatorList. The blackList is generated in Algorithm 1, which records the known dominator neighbours of the dominatee. The neighbourDominatorList stores the dominator neighbours which need be connected by itself, if this node is a connector. The detailed algorithm is given by Algorithm 3.
It is easy to show that each 2-hop adjacent dominator pair is connected, since the connection will be acknowledged by some dominatee for sure in the algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates a backbone topology formed by our algorithm, in which each adjacent dominator pair is connected by exactly one connector. One connector could be used to connect several dominators. For instance, node u serves connector role among three dominators A, B and C, hence node v will not be selected as dominators. Dominator A will select u as connector to connect B and C, then the message from v will be discarded since it is redundant.
2 In Figure 3 (b), the message from v first reaches A. Dominator A will select v as connector to connect B. When the message from u arrives, node u will be asked to connect with node C, in addition, it will also be asked to connect B and C because their connection flag has not been set. The following lemma which bounds the number of dominators within k units from a node v is proved in Wan et al. (2002) and Alzoubi et al. (2002 Alzoubi et al. ( , 2003 by using a simple area argument.
Lemma 1: For every node v, the number of dominator nodes inside the disk centred at v with radius k-units
is bounded by a constant k = (2k + 1) 2 for k > 1 and
The bounds on k can be improved by a tighter analysis. Therefore, as Wan et al. (2002) and Alzoubi et al. (2002 Alzoubi et al. ( , 2003 , we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2: In the CDS built by Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3, node degree is bounded by a constant.
Proof: For a dominator u, the number of neighbouring connectors in the CDS is bounded by 24, since the number of dominators within two hops of u is bounded by 2 − 1 = 24 (remember that u is a dominator). For a connector v, the number of its neighbouring dominator is at most five.
However, the node degrees of dominatees who are not in the CDS are not bounded. In other words, in a cluster the number of dominatees dominated by a dominator could be very large. Thus in the next section, we will use dBBlue structure to further form scatternet inside each cluster.
dBBlue scatternet formation in clusters
Forming the CDS and clusters provides the backbone and the globe topology for our M-dBBlue scatternet, in this section, we will study how to form the scatternet inside each cluster, i.e., how to assign the roles for each node and form the piconets. After building the CDS, a cluster may have many nodes (dominatees), and it is inefficient to connect all dominatees to the dominator. The node degree is preferred to be bounded by a constant number, where seven is the best match to Bluetooth specifications. In this section, we will continue to describe our scatternet formation approach in clusters based on the dBBlue protocol. The dBBlue protocol only works for single-hop Bluetooth network, where each device can directly communicate to all other devices. Unfortunately, each cluster (composed of a dominator node and all its dominatees) may not be a single-hop Bluetooth network, i.e., some dominatee pairs could not communicate directly at all. Thus, the single-hop scatternet formation algorithm can not be applied here directly. There are two possible solutions here:
• make sure that all dominatees of a dominator node can communicate directly
• partition the dominatee nodes into groups (cliques) such that the dominatee nodes of each group can communicate directly.
For all nodes in a cluster, we propose two methods to build a dBBlue scatternet, which will be discussed in detail later. Figure 4 illustrates the idea of applying the dBBlue scatternet formation protocol directly to each cluster. The first approach (Figure 4(a) ) is based on the following observation: if all dominatee nodes lie inside the disk centred at the dominator with radius equal to half of the transmission range, then all dominatee nodes are guaranteed to be able to communicate directly, i.e., being one-hop. Then, in the backbone construction phase, we may set every Bluetooth node in power-saving mode so that each node decreases its transmission radius to half of the maximum. To make sure that the backbone constructed this way is still connected, we need that the communication graph G(V, r/2) be connected. In other words, if each node in the wireless ad hoc network decreases its transmission radius to r/2, the network is still connected. Once the modified backbone is built, every node returns to normal operation mode with transmission radius equal to r. Consequently, each cluster is a complete graph. This approach is straightforward but need strong requirement of the network to ensure the connectivity of the backbone. Practically, the condition that G(V, r/2) is connected could be satisfied frequently. Nonetheless, the second solution can be applied in general. In the remaining of the paper, we always assume the scatternet formation and routing is based on the second approach. All following mechanisms can be easily transformed to support the first approach.
The second approach (Figure 4(b) ) is using some algorithms such as those in Ishii and Kakugawa (2002) , Balas and Yu (1986) , Wang et al. (2003) , and Carter and Park (1993) to partition the dominatee nodes into cliques (groups such that the dominatee nodes of each group can communicate directly). If the position information is available for each node, a simple and efficient method to divide into cliques is as follows. We can divide the transmission region of the dominator node into six equal-sized cones (with degree π/3) and notice that all the dominatee nodes from a cone are guaranteed to form a clique. By this way, we may divide a cluster into at most six cliques.
We now continue the one-hop scatternet formation in each clique and present two algorithms to build a dBBlue scatternet for each clique. In both algorithms, we will let the dominator nodes be slaves of piconets. Notice that this approach is different from all previous scatternet formation methods based on the connected dominating set, in which the dominator is naturally assigned master role instead. We will show that assigning dominator slave roles actually produces scatternet with several nice properties.
In our first method, we build a dBBlue scatternet using all nodes in a clique. Notice that a connector node appears in several cliques (at least two since it is connector). If the role assignment is not treated carefully, a connector node (as connector u in Figure 5 (a) in two cliques: one for dominator v 2 , the other for dominator v 1 ) may be assigned master role in one dBBlue scatternet and slave role in another dBBlue scatternet. This multi-role assignment could cause some delay in scheduling packets. In an ideal situation, we would like the connector to be only slave of a couple of piconets without being master node in any piconet. In our second method, we will first build a piconet for each connector: the connector being the master node of the piconet and all its dominator nodes (at most five) being the slave nodes of the piconet. For each clique partitioned from the dominatee nodes of a dominator, we build a dBBlue scatternet using all dominatee nodes and the dominator node, excluding the connectors. In other words, we build two level piconets: the top level piconets are built for the backbone nodes, and the low level piconets are built for all dominatees and dominators. Here the dominator node is used to connect each low level dBBlue scatternet to the top level backbone, serving as the gateway (as node v 1 in Figure 5 (b) which connects u's piconet and t's piconet from two levels). Figure 5 (a) illustrates the first method which described in detail in Algorithm 4. Notice that we made some special treatments with the dominator and connectors in the algorithm, because we need diminish the probability to assign them master roles in the dBBlue structure. Though we can not avoid the role switch between bridge and master absolutely, it is not difficult to show that, at most one connector need assume dual roles, even in the worst situation that there are no dominatees in the clique, which rarely happens in practice as we will see in our simulation experiments.
Notice that there are three kinds of nodes in the M-dBBlue scatternet built by Algorithm 4: dominator, dominatee and connector. We can prove the follwing theorem about their nodes degree in the M-dBBlue scatternet.
Theorem 3: The node degree of a node u in the M-dBBlue scatternet built by Algorithm 4 is bounded by:
• 7, if u is a dominatee;
• c, if u is a dominator, where c is the number of cliques that u has inside its cluster. If the position information is available, c ≤ 6.
•
35, if u is a connector; If there is at least one dominatee node in a clique, the bound reduces to 5.
Proof: We prove the node degree bounds for three kinds of nodes one by one. For a dominatee node, its node degree is obviously bounded by seven according to the property of dBBlue scatternet since it only appears in one dBBlue scatternet. For a dominator node, according to Algorithm 4, the dominator assumes pure slave in the one-hop dBBlue scatternet. So the degree of a dominator node is bounded by the number of cliques it has inside its cluster. If we use the position-based method, there are at most six dBBlue structures in a cluster, so its degree is bounded by six. However, if we do not use position-based method, the number of cliques may be very large. For a connector node, it could exist in at most five clusters, in each cluster it can at most have seven neighbours in the worse case. This gives a bound of 35. However, as long as there is at least one dominatee node in a clique, we can let that dominatee assume master role and the connector be its pure slave. Hence, the connector's degree is bounded by five. Therefore, in the M-dBBlue scatternet built by Algorithm 4, node degree is less or equal to seven with high probability. As will see later in simulation results (Figures 8  and 9 ), the average node degree of dominators is almost always smaller than seven.
Another approach is to exclude the connectors from participating in the one-hop dBBlue scatternet formation in each clique, so that no nodes need assume both master and slave roles. Figure 5 (b) illustrates the second method which is described in detail in Algorithm 5. Notice that the connector u will be a master node who forms a piconet with dominators v 1 and v 2 and assigns pure slaves to them.
The leader t will become a master node and v 1 become its pure slave.
Similarly, we can analyse the node degree of the M-dBBlue scatternet built by Algorithm 5 and get the following theorem.
Theorem 4: The node degree of a node u in the M-dBBlue scatternet built by Algorithm 5 is bounded by:
• 5, if u is a connector;
is a dominator, where c is the number of cliques that u has inside its cluster. If the position information is available, c ≤ 6.
Proof: For a connector node (as node u in Figure 5 (b)), it does not participate in one-hop dBBlue construction, so all its neighbours must be dominators, which is at most five. For a dominatee node, it only participates in one-hop dBBlue formation, so its degree is always bounded by seven. For a dominator node (as node v 1 in Figure 5 (b)), it assumes the bridge slave role for the backbone. It is in at most 2 − 1 piconets for the backbone since it has at most 2 − 1 = 24 neighbouring connectors. Additionally, it could be in several cliques, assume c cliques. Then the degree of dominator is at most 2 + c − 1 under pessimistic estimation. If the position-based method is used, there are at most six cliques, thus the degree is at most 2 + 6 − 1 ≤ 30. As will see later in simulation results (Figures 8 and 9 ), the average node degree of dominators is much lower than these bounds.
In summary, Algorithm 4 could build a degree-7 Bluetooth scatternet as long as there is one dominatee in each clique and position information is available. To evaluate the performance of the two algorithms, simulation is conducted in Section 5.
Dynamic network.
Notice that so far, we concentrate on the static networks. As Vergetis et al. (2005) pointed out, the time required to generate a stable topology for a large number of nodes may be very large, thus it is hard to efficiently update the scatternet in a dynamic environment. However, our scatternet method has the potential of dynamic updating with node joining or leaving, since both the backbone and the dBBlue structure of each cluster can be maintained efficiently. For the backbone built by the method in Wan et al. (2002) or (Algorithms 1 and 3, it may need many massages to update or rebuild since a spanning tree is involved, but in Alzoubi et al. (2002 Alzoubi et al. ( , 2003 , they gave a more message efficient backbone formation method. We can direct adopt their method to form the CDS for M-dBBlue. In Alzoubi et al. (2002) , they described the detail about how to maintain their backbone in mobile environment. For the dBBlue structure, in Song et al. (2005) , they described a vigorous method to locally update the structure dBBlue using at most O(log n) messages when a node joins or leaves the network. In most cases, the cost of updating the dBBlue is actually O(1) since a node can join or leave without affecting the remaining scatternet. The number of affected nodes is always bounded from above by a constant when a node joins or leaves the network. We leave the formal overhead analysis and simulation study of our algorithms in mobile networks as our future work.
Routing in M-dBBlue scatternet
Since Bluetooth networks are usually regarded as the extension of internet, in this section, we propose a complete IP-based routing mechanism to integrate M-dBBlue scatternet with internet seamlessly. Internet is comprised of many separate administrative domains or Autonomous Systems (AS). There are two levels routing protocol, intra-domain and inter-domain, in internet. Intradomain routing protocols, such as RIP and OSPF, route packets within a AS; while interdomain routing, currently handled by the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), routes packets between ASes. We propose a similar hierarchical way to implement the IP-based routing in M-dBBlue scatternet. The inter-cluster routing is handled by a modified Bluetooth based RIP protocol on the M-dBBlue backbone. The intra-cluster routing is derived from the self-routing mechanism described in Song et al. (2005) .
Inter-cluster routing:
The backbone of M-dBBlue scatternet works in a similar way as Internet, so we may apply any IP-based routing protocol here directly without much modification, such as the modified RIP protocol. In M-dBBlue scatternet, each cluster is assigned a network number, and every node in the cluster is dynamically assigned an IP address with same network number. See Figure 6 for an illustration of possible network number assignment of the clusters derived from Figure 1 . The routing along the backbone could also be any greedy method (Karp and Kung, 2000; Kuhn et al., 2003) if geometry information is known, or source-initiated on-demand routing protocols such as AODV (Perkins and Royer, 1999) , DSR (Johnson et al., 2003) , or table driven protocols such as DSDV (Perkins and Bhagwat, 1994) . Since such kind of routings are well-studied, we omit the details of routing along the backbone here.
Intra-cluster routing:
In each clique of a cluster, dBBlue structure (Song et al., 2005) intrinsically provides the self-routing mechanism based on the labels derived from a pseudo-balanced de Bruijn graph. To enable the IP-based routing in a clique, we need map the IP address to the corresponding label. Given the IP address of the target node, the source node need know the label of the target node if self-routing based on de Bruijn graph is used. One possible approach to solve this is to store all pairs of (IP, label) for all nodes in a node, e.g., the dominator node of the cluster. The source node always queries the dominator node for the label of the target node. Notice that such queries can be conducted using self-routing since the label of the dominator node is always fixed in our dBBlue structure. This centralised approach is simple, however, it suffers several disadvantages: the traffic storm problem to the dominator node, the single failure of the dominator node breaks the network, and so on. We propose to use a distributed storage of the (IP, label) pairs. Each master node u in the dBBlue structure manages a lookup table, which stores the (IP, label) pairs of those nodes whose key has u's piconet ID as prefix. Notice that the label is generated when we construct the dBBlue scatternet for each clique. The key of a node is some value computed from its IP, e.g., the hash value of its IP. Assume that the length of every piconet ID in the dBBlue scatternet is between m and m + 1. Each node first maps its host address, the suffix of its IP address, to a binary key with length m + 1. The mapping technique could adopt any hashing function or simply translate its host address to binary format which is then abbreviated or extended to (m + 1)-bits key. The node then forwards its key and (IP, label) pair to the target master node through the label-based routing in dBBlue scatternet. Notice that the target master node in which the pair will be stored has a label being a prefix of the key. Since the labels of the nodes are universal prefix free, the target master node is unique.
Notice the simple abbreviation/extension is efficient but could cause unbalanced overload between master nodes with small and large labels. In contrast, the hash based mapping is believed to achieve uniformly distribution with high probability. In this paper, for simplification of our presentation, we adopt the latter to map host IP address to a key. For example, in a cone, suppose m = 4 and the network number of its cluster is 216.47.152. * with mask 255.255.255.0. The node with IP address 216.47.152.90 first translates its host address 90 to the binary format 1011010, then abbreviates its suffix to a (m + 1)-bits key 10110. The node 216.47.152.90 forwards its (IP, label) pair to the master node with label 1011 since the key 10110 has 1011 as prefix. Another node with IP address 216.47.152.12 first translates its host address 12 to the binary format 1100, then extends it to a (m + 1)-bits key 11000 by simply appending 0. Similarly, the node 216.47.152.12 forwards its (IP, label) pair to the master node 1100 or 11000, whichever exists.
Consider the case that a node u wants to send packets to target node v in the same dBBlue scatternet while only IP address of node v is known. W.l.o.g., suppose the master node w holds the (IP, label) pair of node v. Node u first maps the IP address of node v to a key, say k. Two options, which are illustrated by Figure 7 , could be used to send out the packet:
• Search and forwarding. Node u queries the dBBlue backbone based on key k and gets the label of node v from the master node w. Node u then forwards the packet targeting v through dBBlue routing protocol. Figure 7 (a) illustrates the mechanism.
• Packet-in-tunnel forwarding. Node u adds an additional header with the key k to the packet then sends the packet out. The routing of the packet is based on the label of k. Once the master node w gets packet, it strips out the header and relays the packet to node v according to node v's label in its lookup table. Figure 7 (b) illustrates the mechanism. Remember the path between any two nodes in dBBlue structure is at most 2m + 2 hops. The former approach can reduce the overall workload of dBBlue structure since the data packet travels through the network at most 2m + 2 hops, while the data packet travels at most 4m + 4 hops in the latter case. But the latter approach does not need keep the packet before getting the target label as in the former approach, and the packet can reach the target faster if the time difference between transmitting different size packets is negligible, because the total communication path is at most 6m + 6 hops in the former while at most 4m + 4 hops in the latter. On the other hand, the latter approach can keep the anonymity of node w hence increase security. We continue to describe the IP-based routing for the node pairs within different cliques of one cluster. Suppose that the dominator keeps an IP address range table for each cone. For the packets targeting a node in other cones in the cluster, the dBBlue protocol will first forward them to the cluster dominator, which then forwards the packets to the target clique. Eventually the packet will reach the target through the intra-clique routing as described above.
Performance evaluation
We have conducted extensive simulation to study the performance (topology properties) of different multi-hop scatternet structures proposed in this paper. In our experiment, we generate n wireless nodes, with uniform transmission range, randomly distributed in a square area with side length 40 units. To get a stable result, we randomly generate 100 samples of the network for each case and construct the scatternet using different methods for each sample. When running Algorithms 4 and 5, we divide each cluster into six equal-size cones, i.e., six cliques. The average communication hops between all pairs of nodes is obtained by actually running message passing mechanism in the scatternet. For inter-cluster routing, we first find the shortest path between each pair of dominators/connectors. To follow the shortest path during routing, every node only needs to record the next hop neighbour to any other nodes. For intra-cluster routing, we suppose that the label of the target node is known. In other words we assume that the IP-address has already been mapped to a label in a distributed way as described in Section 4.
All experiment results are shown in Figures 8 and 9 . In the figures, we use CDS1 to denote the CDS constructed by Algorithm 1 (finding dominators) and Algorithm 3 (finding connectors), and CDS2 to denote the CDS constructed by the algorithm from Wan et al. (2002) . To distinguish the two proposed different scatternet formation methods for clusters, we use Exclude to denote Algorithm 5, and Include to denote Algorithm 4.
As we expect, M-dBBlue scatternet formed based on the backbone CDS1 does provide smaller average hops between any pair of nodes than CDS2 structure. Thus, more energy is saved. The tradeoff is that the average degree of dominators and connectors in CDS1 is a little bit higher than the scatternet based on CDS2. However, this is tolerable since the average degree of connectors is still less than four, and the average degree of dominator is less than eight if CDS1 is used. Notice that only connector could be assigned master role. Thus, every master on the backbone will have at most seven slaves with high probability, while the master in each cluster is guaranteed to have at most seven slaves. On the other hand, the M-dBBlue scatternet, when Exclude method is used to form scatternet for each cluster, has lower diameter than that produced by Include method. In addition, no nodes assume dual role in the scatternet formed by the Exclude method. The Include method has its own advantage: the average degree of dominators and connectors is smaller, and almost no node has degree more than seven (See Figures 8(d) and 9(d)). Figure 8 illustrates the performance variation when the uniform transmission range of nodes varies in [5, 38] , while the total number of nodes is fixed at 200. The first observation is that the average hops of shortest path between all pair of nodes first drop then rise to a number around O(log n) when the transmission range increases. This is because when the transmission range is small, the communication graph is sparse and the backbone has large diameter, which consequently increases the communication hops for nodes from different clusters; when the transmission range becomes larger, the diameter of the backbone becomes smaller and the scatternet degenerate to an one-hop dBBlue scatternet in the extreme case, which gives a O(log n) bound on communication hops. Figure 8 (a) and (b) show that the average degree in backbone reaches the peak when the transmission range is around half of the simulation field width. It drops down after the peak because the size of backbone shrinks. Figure 9 illustrates the performance variation when the number of wireless nodes varies in [40, 480] , while the transmission range of each node is fixed at eight units. The average degree in backbone keeps almost constant after the density reaches some extent. In both Figures 8  and 9 , the proportion of nodes with dual roles, and the proportion of nodes with degree exceeding seven drop when the network density increases. Notice we need not test the degree of dominatees because Algorithm 2 can guarantee the perfect degree bound as discussed in Song et al. (2005) .
Related work
In this section we review the solutions of scatternet formation for multi-hop networks by dividing them into five categories. A survey of the current research in the formation of Bluetooth scatternet is presented in Whitaker et al. (2005) .
Tree based methods. Zaruba et al. (2001) proposed two distributed tree-based methods for forming connected scatternet. In both methods, the resulting topology is termed as BlueTree. The first method is initiated by a single node (blueroot). A rooted spanning tree is built from the blueroot. Each node is a slave of its parent and a master of its children in the tree. In the second method (Zaruba et al., 2001) , several roots are initially selected. Each of them then creates its own scatternet as in the first method. After that, sub-tree scatternets are connected into one scatternet spanning the entire network. Remember that the tree topology suffers from a major drawback: the root is a communication bottleneck. In addition, dynamic updating that preserves correct routing is not discussed in these protocols. There are several modified versions of BlueTree, such as the methods by Dong and Wu (2003) and Huang et al. (2003 Huang et al. ( , 2006 , to reduce the communication overhead or increase the connectivity. Cuomo et al. (2003) also proposed a tree-based scatternet formation algorithm SHAPER for multi-hop networks, which focuses on the self-healing behaviour of the tree structure: i.e., it is able to dynamically reconfigure the scatternet after topological variations due to mobility or failure of nodes. Guerin et al. (2003) proposed depth/breath first search and MST-based scatternet formation schemes for unit disk graphs in two and three dimensions, but their schemes are not localised.
Cluster based methods. Petrioli et al. (2003) and described a multihop scatternet formation scheme based on clustering scheme (Lin and Gerla, 1997) . The constructed scatternet is called BlueStars. The protocol proceeds in three phases: device discovery, partitioning of the network into piconets (stars) by clustering, and interconnection of the piconets to a connected scatternet. All clusterhead nodes are declared master nodes in a piconet, with all nodes belonging to their clusters as their slaves. In the third phase, BlueConstellation, some of the slaves become masters of additional piconets, i.e., become master-slave bridges, to assure the connectivity of the scatternet. However, piconets in the scatternet may have more than seven slaves. This may result in performance degradation, as slaves need to be parked and unparked in order to communicate with their master. A performance evaluation of the clusteringbased scatternet formation scheme ) is given by and Petrioli et al. (2003) . To fix the unbound slave number Petrioli and Basagni, 2002) modified their protocol and proposed a new scatternet called BlueMesh. The idea of bounding the slave number in BlueMesh is again based on the observation that if a node in unit disk graph has more than five neighbours then at least two of them must be connected. Same with BlueStars, the selection of the masters is based on the node weights. However, the selection of slaves is performed in such a way that if a master has more than seven neighbours, it only chooses seven slaves among them so that via them it can reach all the others. Variants of clustering-based scatternet formation schemes (Wang et al., 2002; Guerin et al., 2002) were also proposed. Both clustering processes (Wang et al., 2002; Guerin et al., 2002) follow a random fashion. Initial connections are made by nodes entering scan or inquiry scan phases at random. Already existing master nodes have priority in attracting more slaves up to the limit. After each node is assigned master or slave role, or is unable to join any piconet or attract any neighbour as its slave to create its own piconet, some bridge piconets are added to connect the scatternet. However, both methods (Wang et al., 2002; Guerin et al., 2002) do not always lead to a connected structure. A two-phase bluetooth scatternet formation algorithm is introduced in Li and Yang (2005) , in which the election of the Bluetooth masters or bridges is based on device (the energy supply) and link (the Received Signal Strength) characteristics. Initially, all random distributed nodes form a series of isolated piconets with bounded number of slaves within k; and then interconnect these piconets into a connected scatternet-eBlueScatter, in which master and bridge nodes constitute a connected dominating set. Recently, a Group-Scatternet Formation Algorithm (GSFA) is proposed in Shih et al. (2007) .
Position based methods. Li et al. (2004) proposed the first position-based schemes that construct degree limited and connected piconets in multihop networks without parking any node. Notice that the schemes in Petrioli et al. (2004) and Petrioli and Basagni (2002) can also achieve bounded degree scatternet. Their neat scheme does not require position information, but instead the local information is extended to two hop information, with a two round device discovery phase for obtaining necessary information. In Li et al.'s solution, nodes know their positions and are able to establish connections with other nodes within their transmission radius in the neighbour discovery phase. The degree of each node is limited to seven by applying Yao structure (Yao, 1982) , and the master-slave relations are formed in created subgraphs. This phase follows clustering based approach, and consists of several iterations. In each iteration, undecided nodes with higher keys than any of their undecided neighbours apply Yao structure to bound the degree, decide master-slave relations on the remaining edges, and inform all neighbours about either edge deletion or master-slave decision. The experiments confirmed good functionality of created Bluetooth networks in addition to their fast creation and straightforward maintenance. Basagni et al. (2003 Basagni et al. ( , 2004 described the results of an ns2-based comparative performance evaluation among four major solutions for forming multihop scatternet (Li et al., 2004; Petrioli et al., 2003; Zaruba et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002) . They found that device discovery is the most time-consuming operation, independently of the particular protocol to which it is applied. The comparative performance evaluation showed that due to the simplicity of its operations BlueStars is by far the fastest protocol for scatternet formation. However, BlueStars produces scatternets with an unbounded, possibly large number of slaves per piconet, which imposes the use of potentially inefficient Bluetooth operations. They proposed a combined solution by applying a Yao structure on each piconet, to limit the degree of each master node to seven. This is a variant of the clustering-based scheme (Li et al., 2004) .
On-demand methods. Most above scatternet formation protocols tend to interconnect all Bluetooth devices at the initial network startup stage and maintain all Bluetooth links thereafter. The master or bridge nodes in the resulting scatternet may become the traffic bottleneck and reduce network throughput. To make the scatternet structure more suitable to serve in mobile ad hoc networks, several on-demand methods (Liu et al., 2003; Kawamoto et al., 2003; Pagani et al., 2004; Chou and Chang, 2004; Tekkalmaz et al., 2006; Zhang and Riley, 2005) (to build scatternets only along the multihop routes with traffic demands and eliminate unnecessary link and route maintenances) are proposed recently. Marsan et al. (2002) studied how to construct the optimal topology that provides full network connectivity, fulfills the traffic requirements and the constraints posed by the system specification, and minimises the traffic load of the most congested node in the network, or equivalently its energy consumption. By using a min-max formulation, they provided a centralised solution based on integer linear programming. Chiasserini et al. (2003) extended the work of Marsan et al. and enhanced the optimisation problem by adding the constraints on the network capacity. (Augel and Knorr, 2004) proposed an approach of scatternet formation in which the formation is dependent on the QoS requirements of the applications. In their solution, to avoid larger degree which may cause negative influence on throughput, nodes with high degree stop paging and instruct a neighbour with a low degree to start paging instead. Each device may try to influence the topology depending on the QoS requirements. They described a general scatternet formation design guidelines for QoS applications, but did not present any particular scatternet formation protocol. Cuomo (2004a, 2004b) and Cuomo and Melodia (2002) discussed the scatternet formation issue in Bluetooth by setting a framework for scatternet analysis based on a matrix representation, which allows developing and applying different metrics. They identified several metrics (capacity, average load, or path length) both in a traffic independent and in a traffic dependent context, and showed the relevant numerical results. Then, a distributed algorithm for scatternet topology optimisation was introduced, that supports the formation of a locally optimal scatternet based on a selected metric. Numerical results obtained by adopting this distributed approach to optimise the network topology were shown to be close to the global optimum. Cuoma et al. (2004a Cuoma et al. ( , 2004b extended their work Cuomo, 2004a, 2004b; Cuomo and Melodia, 2002) and provided an integrated approach for scatternet formation and quality-of-service support (called SHAPER-OPT) by combining the tree-based scatternet formation algorithm SHAPER (Cuomo et al., 2003) and the Distributed Scatternet Optimisation Algorithm (DSOA) Cuomo 2004a, 2004b; Cuomo and Melodia, 2002) . A combination of Dynamic Slot Assignment (DSA) and piconet partitioning is proposed in Cordeiro et al. (2006) . With DSA, the piconet master dynamically assigns slots to slaves so as to allow them to communicate directly with each other without any intervention from the master, which make a multicast-like communication feasible within the piconet.
QoS based methods.
Recently, Vergetis et al. (2005) investigated issues that Bluetooth may face in a large-scale ad hoc network. They showed deciding whether there exists at least one connected topology that satisfies the Bluetooth constraints is NP-hard. However, the NP-hardness is only true when the network is a general graph or in a three-dimensional space. If the network is a UDG (as we assumed in this paper), the problem of deciding whether connectivity is feasible and constructing a connected topology which satisfies the desired degree constraint become polynomial complexity. Vergetis et al. also showed by simulations that the time required to generate a stable topology for a large number of nodes can be large (their method is based on relative neighbourhood graph). They pessimistically concluded that Bluetooth may not be widely used in building large ad hoc network. Indeed, establishing a large Bluetooth scatternet is a very challenging problem. However, we still believe that Bluetooth technology can be used to form large-scale networks, especially when the network is static. We hope that results from this paper can lead to design of more efficient hierarchical structure, which increases the network's capability of handling large number of devices.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a practical solution for large multi-hop Bluetooth scatternet formation and IP-based routing mechanism according to Bluetooth specification. We proposed a novel communication efficient method to build a CDS as the backbone of multi-hop Bluetooth network. Then dBBlue scatternet is formed for each cluster. The final scatternet, M-dBBlue, guarantees the connectivity and each cluster has self-routing property. Our experiment shows the majority of nodes have degree smaller or equal to seven which means our scatternet seldom parks any node. Our scatternet also enjoys efficient updating, since both the backbone and the dBBlue structure of each cluster can be maintained efficiently in a dynamic environment. Our method does not need any position information of Bluetooth devices for scatternet construction and packets routing. It is interesting to notice that M-dBBlue Bluetooth network intrinsically supports the future P2P applications, since each cluster supports the content based routing through pseudo-balanced de Bruijn structure.
